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ABSTRACT

Abnormally high levels of neocortical beta-amyloid protein (Aβ+) reflect Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology in persons with
clinical evidence of dementia or mild cognitive impairment (MCI). The abnormal aggregation of beta-amyloid protein in the brain
neuropil may lead to either diffuse plaques and/or concentrated neuritic plaques, with the latter form of deposits often present in
the vicinity of the cerebral microvasculature. The Aβ protein, with its crystalline molecular structure, infiltrates the vessel walls
and compromises the blood-brain barrier (BBB). The physical basis for this was elegantly shown by Meyer and colleagues, in a
2008 publication showing two-dimensional (2D) confocal laser scanning microscopic imaging of vascular Aβ protein deposits
in APP23 transgenic mice. These investigators showed accumulations of “tuft-life structures”, also referred to as “pompons”
with protruding spikes on – and embedded within – microvessels. These pompons of beta-amyloid protein “consist of fibrillar
structures, [and] can encircle and constrict capillaries, and are often associated with distortion of capillaries”.

We were struck by both the heuristic value of the imaging of Meyer and colleagues, in explaining the root cause of both the
amyloid-related alterations in the vascular bed, and depicting minute protein deposits that are both geometrically complex,
seemingly delicate and fragile, and yet tenacious in their embedding within small vessel walls. We re-created these images with
standard 3D printing technology (extruded plastic) for both educational/teaching and artistic purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a complex neurodegenerative
process with multiple etiologies and highly variable phe-
notypic presentations.[1] Regardless, there is clear consen-
sus in the field that abnormally high levels of neocortical
beta-amyloid (Aβ+) indicate AD pathology in persons with
clinical evidence of dementia or mild cognitive impairment

(MCI).[2–5] With the advent of in vivo detection of levels of
cerebral beta-amyloid (Aβ) using positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) scans,[6] recent prospective studies have shown
that, when followed prospectively, Aβ+ cognitively healthy
older adults show an increased rate of decline in cognitive
function, particularly in the domain of episodic memory,
when compared to Aβ- healthy older adults.[7–9]
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Early disease progression in AD may also directly lead to
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular changes[10, 11] and these
diseases share multiple risk factors and pathophysiologic
mechanisms.[11] Clinical studies demonstrate that even mild
cerebrovascular pathology results in reduced cognitive perfor-
mance in very early AD.[12, 13] Additionally, there is evidence
that vascular/cerebrovascular pathology can accelerate the
progression of preclinical AD.[14, 15]

The abnormal aggregation of beta-amyloid protein in the
brain neuropil may lead to either diffuse plaques and/or con-
centrated neuritic plaques, with the latter form of deposits
often present in the vicinity of the cerebral microvasculature.
The Aβ protein, with its crystalline molecular structure, infil-
trates the vessel walls and compromises the blood-brain bar-
rier (BBB).[16] Deposition of Aβ protein within the walls of
cerebral blood vessels also leads to CAA, increasing the risk
of cerebral haemorrhage.[17, 18] In an APP/PS1 transgenic
mice study with induced hyperhomocysteinemia, Sudduth
and colleagues showed that congophilic amyloid deposition
was decreased within the parenchyma, but was significantly
increased in the vasculature in CAA. This suggests that cere-
brovascular disease (CBVD) can significantly impact Aβ

distribution in the brain by vascular deposition, and that such
deposition can induce micro-haemorrhages and activate neu-
roinflammation.[19] In an in vivo study of Sprague-Dawley
rats, infusion of solubilized Aβ peptides enhanced constric-
tion of cortical and peripheral vessels, contributing to cere-
bral hypoperfusion and leading to decreased blood flow and
increased vascular resistance.[20] The risk of both repeated
haemorrhagic strokes, as well as ischemic events due to ves-
sel wall stenosis and oligaemia, increases with continued Aβ

accumulation for both CAA and AD patients. This patho-
logic cascade leads to medial temporal atrophy, cognitive
decline and progressive brain atrophy.[17] Finally, vascular
Aβ deposits have been shown in vitro to induce degeneration
of human and murine cerebrovascular smooth muscle and
endothelial cells, resulting in vasoconstriction, intraluminal
thickening, inhibiting angiogenesis, impairing vascular tone
and decreasing total cerebral blood flow.[21]

Because the Aβ protein tends to accumulate alongside, and to
embed within, cerebrovascular walls, there is also an added
risk to the integrity of those same vessel walls when novel
therapeutics work by removing Aβ plaques from the cerebral
parenchyma.[22] Specifically, several immunotherapies that
target cerebral Aβ burden have been placed into clinical trials
in recent years, and one of the more important serious adverse
events associated with these interventions has been the inci-
dence of “amyloid-related imaging abnormalities” (ARIA)
on structural MRI imaging. Two forms of ARIA have been
described; abnormalities leading to parenchymal edema or

sulcal effusions, and abnormalities leading to hemosiderin
deposition. The former appears to be slightly more common,
but there is high overlap suggestive of a common pathophysi-
ologic mechanism.[22] Put simply, the removal of Aβ protein
from vessel walls may lead to risk of vasogenic edema and
micro-haemorrhages.[23, 24]

Given the propensity of Aβ protein deposits to either lead
to stenosis and reduced blood flow (one might assume that
the smallest and most delicate of microvascular beds are also
most susceptible to such insults), or to vasogenic edema and
micro-haemorrhages when physically removed from vessel
walls, it is important to understand the basis for these disease-
related vascular changes, and risk of serious adverse events
with amyloid-reducing therapeutics. The physical basis for
this was elegantly shown by Meyer and colleagues, in a 2008
publication showing absolutely gorgeous two-dimensional
(2D) confocal laser scanning microscopic imaging (relying
on a difficult and labour-intensive corrosion casting tech-
nique) of vascular Aβ protein deposits in APP23 transgenic
mice.[25] These investigators showed accumulations of “tuft-
life structures”, also referred to as “pompons” with protrud-
ing spikes on – and embedded within – microvessels. These
pompons of beta-amyloid protein “consist of fibrillar struc-
tures, [and] can encircle and constrict capillaries, and are
often associated with distortion of capillaries”.[25]

We were struck by both the heuristic value of the imaging of
Meyer and colleagues,[25] in explaining the root cause of both
the amyloid-related alterations in the vascular bed, as well
as the risk of ARIA with removal of the protein from vessel
walls, as well as the sheer beauty of these images – depicting
minute protein deposits that are both geometrically complex,
seemingly delicate and fragile, and yet tenacious in their
embedding within small vessel walls. We were moved to re-
create these images[25] in 3D, for both educational/teaching
and artistic purposes.

2. METHOD
A 2D confocal laser scanning microscopic image of beta-
amyloid “pompons”, embedded in microvessels,[25] was used
as a basis for generating the three-dimensional (3D) model.
The image was imported into a 3D NURBs based CAD pro-
gram (Rhino 3D, v 5.0, McNeel & Associates, Seattle, WA,
USA) and then converted into a 3D mesh to provide spatial
reference for reconstruction of 3D structures. Microvessels
were reconstructed by building tubes of variable diameter
around derived centerlines with their surface texture extrap-
olated from the image and applied as a mesh surface using
the ApplyMeshUVN command. Amyloid protein “pompom”
structures were created by analysing diameter and distribu-
tion of protrusions and recreating the structures using a 3D
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polar array of spines matching the protein structures. These
spines were then joined together to make a single structure
using a mesh Boolean Union command. Three versions
of these assembled structures were created (two microves-
sels with amyloid pompoms, and one microvessel without
and embedded amyloid protein) were then manipulated into
proper position and assembled from these basic elements
using mesh Boolean operations based on the source image.
Final assemblages were then exported as stereolithography
(.stl) files to prepare for 3D printing.

Stereolithography files were oriented, sliced and saved as
gcodes using Simplify 3D (v 2.2.2, Simplify 3D LLC, Blue
Ash, OH, USA) and printed on a Wanhao Duplicator 4S
FDM printer (Wanhao USA, Miami, FL, USA), using default
medium resolution settings using natural colored acryloni-
trile butadiene styrene (ABS) 1.75 mm filament (IC3D LLC,
Columbus, Ohio, USA).

3. RESULTS
Completed 3D prints

Figure 1. Plastic filament 3D print, with design based on a
groundbreaking vascular casting and scanning electron
microscopy study of Meyer et al. (2008).[25] Beta-amyloid
protein forming “pompom-like” clumps attached to brain
microvessels of APP23 transgenic mice, an animal model of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). This toxic form of amyloid
protein is characteristic of AD, and is believed to cause early
damage to the microvasculature. (photo credit: Aaron Usher
III)

4. DISCUSSION
Three-dimensional printing of beta-amyloid protein physi-
cally embedded within the walls of microvessels (as imaged
in the APP23 transgenic mouse model)[25] allows for a visual
understanding of the relationship between AD and related
cerebrovascular risk in a highly intuitive and visceral manner.
The models we have generated (see Figures 1 and 2) have

already been used very effectively by one of us (P.J.S.) for
physician, patient and student education. We also plan to
use the larger assembly of these models (see Figure 2) in an
upcoming planned art exhibit in Rhode Island. Hence, these
models serve a dual role as both realistic teaching tools as
well as a visually-compelling statement of how the disease
process degrades such fine, vulnerable vascular structures.

Figure 2. Grouping of three different variations of the
model shown in Figure 1, to convey a sense of what a plexus
of such microvessels look like in situ (photo credit: Aaron
Usher III)

Three-dimensional modelling has been a central tool for
medical pedagogy for centuries, ranging from the incredibly
detailed 18th century wax anatomical figures by Clemente
Susini[26] to the most current structural model of Dengue
NS5 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase hosted on the NIH
3D Print Exchange.[27] And while 3D printing has been in
existence since the mid-1980s, it is only in the last decade or
so that both hardware and software improvements have made
this practical for use by non-specialists to actualize digital
datasets in physical form. Within just the past few years,
3D modelling and printing has evolved from a specialized
engineering process to one that has the potential to trans-
form education, research, art and applied clinical practices
in disciplines ranging from paleontology,[28] to planetary
geology,[29] and from biomaterial engineering[30] to pharma-
ceutical manufacturing.[31]

The greatest strength of 3D printing lies in its ability to al-
low individuals to physically manipulate and explore natural
and artificial phenomena normally out of human perceptual
reach using our innate visuo-haptic sensory modalities. At
the macro scale, 3D modelling and printing have been used
to improve surgical teaching of hepatic segmentation,[32] to
allow creation of inexpensive, anatomically correct temporal
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bone models for dissection and surgical practice,[33] and have
even been the basis for 4D simulation to help with surgical
planning, for example, using scans in different positions to
create 3D printed models of thumb bones in abduction, op-
position and key pinch positions.[34] At the other end of the
scale, this technology not only makes nano- and microscale
structures visible and manipulable without imaging software,
but it is becoming a critical technology for establishment of
microscale cellular organization for research and clinically
useful engineered tissues.[35, 36] In addition to our own use
of this same technology to construct models of amyloid ag-
gregation along microvessel walls, taken from 2D confocal
laser scanning microscopic imaging, we are now exploring
the utility of 3D printing of retinal microvasculature, taken

from optical coherence tomographic imaging, to aid in our
search for identifiable retinal biomarkers of disease burden,
as well as heuristic devices of the teaching of disease-related
pathophysiology.
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